ENDURANCE SADDLES

Saddle (Length measured from the cantle to the inside of the Tree
pommel)
Full Leather
Endurance saddle fitted with leather flaps, knee roll and
Normal and wide
Enduro
small thigh roll. No fenders. Length 15”.
fitting
Enduro Light
Same tree as the Full Leather Enduro but fitted with fenders, Normal and wide
small thigh roll but no flaps.
fitting
Standard length - 15”.
Sport Light
Made for only the balanced position for the rider. Fitted
Normal fitting
with fenders but no flaps or thigh roll. Length 14”.
Haboob
Endurance saddle made with the bars widened for more
Normal fitting
comfort for the rider. Fitted with fenders but no flaps or
thigh roll. Length 14”.
Enduro (Carbon Fibre) Haboob. Length 14”.
Haboob Racer Tree carbon fibre. Two models – tree covered in chrome
Normal fitting
leather ($1,900) and bare carbon fibre ($1,700). Available in
14”.
Ausy Enduro
Uses a similar tree as the Ausy Trail Rider (cut back at the
Normal fitting
shoulder). Length 14” and 15”. Suits most riders.
Kentucky
Deep seat, western style endurance saddle fitted with
Normal fitting
fenders. Short – 13” for small riders. Long 15” suits most
both sizes; wide
riders. Also available as a Reiner saddle.
fitting for 15”
LL
Carbon fibre saddle, length 15”
Normal fitting
SS Stockman
A saddle suitable for various disciplines, thigh rolls for
Wide fitting
added security, felt skirts. Length 14” and 15”.
Prices exclude: mounts and freight.
Prices include: saddle, factory fitted girth points and GST.
Prices are subject to change due to exchange rate variations between South Africa and Australia
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